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Lecture outline 

• Review the “hallmarks” of cancer 

• Discuss current views about how cancer  starts 
and progresses 

• Introduce the concept of “cancer stem cells” 
and how they relate to cancer heterogeniety 

• Discuss what make cancers lethal – metastasis 
and other factors 

• Goal: to set the stage for the other lectures 



Definitions 

• Oncogenes: normal genes that promote 
cancer when they are mutated, translocated, 
or amplified.  They affect proliferative signal 
transduction pathways 

• Tumor suppressor genes: normal genes that 
promote cancer when they are lost.  Most 
regulate DNA repair and/or cell cycle 
progression 



More definitions 

• Amplification: occurs when a region of a 
chromosome containing an oncogene is multiplied 
(can be up to 20-fold or more) 

• Deletion: occurs when a region of a chromosome 
containing a tumor suppressor is lost 

• Translocation: occurs when part of one chromosome 
is fused to part of another 

• Epigenetic: a change in mRNA expression caused by 
reversible mechanisms (usually DNA methylation or 
post-translational modifications of histones)  



More definitions 

• Tumor progression: occurs as cancers acquire more 
genetic and epigenetic defects and become clinically 
aggressive. 

• Metastasis:  when cancers leave their tissues of 
origin to colonize other sites within the body.  Almost 
always used when describing solid tumors and not 
hematopoietic malignancies. 

• Grade: appearance of a tumor under a microscope, 
linked to proliferation. 

• Stage: measure of how disseminated a tumor is. 



Cancer is a genetic  and  
epigenetic disease 

• Defined by the accumulation of “hard-wired” DNA 
alterations, including mutations, copy number 
variations (CNVs: amplifications and deletions), and 
translocations 

• Probably occur in punctuated “bursts” 

• Nevertheless, tumors are like “wounds that do not 
heal”, and as is true in wound healing, signals from 
the tumor microenvironment are critical for the 
development and progression of cancer 
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Pancreatic cancer progression  



Factors that cause cancer 

• Familial predisposition (inherited mutations) 

• Ageing 

• Exposure to viral and bacterial pathogens 
(chronic inflammation) 

• Exposure to natural and man-made toxicants 
in the environment (UV, certain metals, 
cigarette smoke carcinogens) 

• Oxidative stress 
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Sustained proliferative signaling 

• Caused by inappropriate activation of growth factor receptors 
and/or their downstream signal transduction pathways. 

• Tumors often make their own growth factors (ex: TGFa-EGFR) 

• Growth factor receptors are often amplified (EGFR, HER2, 
MET, FGFR3, etc) 

• Growth factor receptors can be constitutively activated by 
mutation or chromosomal translocation (EGFR, FGFRs, HER2) 

• Downstream signal transduction genes are often mutated or 
amplified (Ras, PIK3CA, AKT, TSC-1, mTOR, PTEN). 

• Genes that promote cell cycle progression are often amplified 
(Myc, cyclin D, aurora A, etc) 





Ras pathway activation in melanoma 





Evading growth suppressors 

• Cancers typically inactivate the Rb and p53 pathways 

• In normal cells, the Rb pathway is inhibited by growth factor 
receptors and activated by certain growth-inhibitory cytokines 
(TGFb) 

• Cancers lose TGFb responsiveness by acquiring mutations in 
TGFb receptors, downstream signal transduction components 
(SMAD4), or the Rb pathway itself (p16, Rb) 

• Cancers lose p53 function by inactivating p53 itself (point 
mutations, deletions), by amplifying its inhibitor (MDM2), and 
by silencing p53’s effector, p21 (DNA methylation) 



Control of Rb function 



Functions of p14ARF and p16 





Evading apoptosis 

• p53 promotes apoptosis in some normal (especially 
hematopoietic) cells  

• Loss of p53 allows for evasion of apoptosis 

• AKT pathway activation – blocks apoptosis induced 
by growth factor withdrawal  

• Exiting the cell cycle (quiescence) also promotes 
apoptosis resistance 

• Autophagy: can sustain quiescent cells for long 
periods when nutrients and oxygen are scarce 



Many stimuli activate p53 



Control of p53 by MDM-2 and 
p14ARF 



Viral disruption of p53 pathway 
regulation 
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Binding of growth factor ligands activates kinase receptors leading to 
recruitment of PI3K to receptor complex 



The AKT pathway is negatively 
regulated by PTEN 

• PTEN = phosphatase on chromosome 10 

• Also known as MMAC = mutated in multiple 
adenocarcinomas 

• Lipid phosphatase 
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PTEN (blue), a lipid phosphatase 





Limitless replicative potential 

• Hayflick: First recognized that mammalian cells 
contain an in-built mechanism to limit 
proliferative potential 

• It is now known that the erosion of telomeres is 
responsible for this phenomenon 

• Tumor cells ultimately reach a stage of “crisis” 
and will undergo mitotic catastrophe if telomere 
length is not maintained 

• Strategies: increase expression of telomerase (85-
90%), acquire ALT/recombination-based 
mechanism 



Structure of telomerase 





Sustained angiogenesis 

• Tumors cannot grow beyond the diffusion 
distance of oxygen (100 mm) 

• Tumor progression therefore involves an 
“angiogenic switch” (Hanahan), whereby 
tumors acquire the capacity to stimulate 
angiogenesis in a malregulated fashion 

• Mechanisms: oncogene/growth factor 
activation, Von Hippel Lindau (VHL) gene 
inactivation in kidney cancers 



HIF-1a:  A key regulator of tumor 
angiogenesis 

• Dimerizes with another protein (ARNT) to form a 
hypoxia-sensitive transcription factor 

• Drives expression of VEGF, TGFa, PDGF, 
erythropoietin 

• Targeted for degradation by the VHL protein  

• Kidney cancers are highly angiogenic and sensitive to 
inhibitors of the VEGF-VEGF receptor pathway 
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Fig 1. Regulation of hypoxia-inducible factor alpha (HIF{alpha}) by the von 
Hippel-Lindau tumor suppressor protein (pVHL) 



Nature Reviews Cancer 8, 592-603 (August 2008) 



Nature Reviews Cancer 8, 592-603 (August 2008) 



Tissue invasion and metastasis 

• Shares many similarities with the process of 
wound healing (“tumors are wounds that 
don’t heal”) 

• Associated with changes in the expression of 
of adhesion molecules (E-cadherin and 
integrins) and cell polarity proteins 

• Increased motility and invasiveness 

• Involves a process known as “epithelial-to-
mesenchymal transition” (EMT) 



Physiological and pathological roles 
of EMT 

J Clin Invest, June 1, 2009 



Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition 

J Clin Invest, June 1, 2009 





EMT-MET in metastasis 

Polyak and Weinberg, Nat Rev Cancer, 2007 









Cancers use “aerobic glycolysis” 

• In terminally differentiated cells, glycolysis is used to 
generate ATP in response to hypoxia 

• Warburg: noted that glycolysis is active in cancer 
cells even when oxygen is present (“Warburg effect”) 

• This property of cancer is exploited in PET imaging 
(using fluoro-deoxyglucose, or FdG) 

• Aerobic glycolysis allows cancers to upregulate 
biosynthetic pathways (anabolic metabolism) 





Metabolic reprogramming in 
cancer is an active process 

• Anabolic metabolism: redirecting energy to 
building biomolecules (DNA, proteins, lipids) 

• The PI3 kinase/AKT/mTOR pathway plays a 
central role in this “switch” 

• Cancer cells still use mitochondria for a 
significant fraction of their ATP production 



 Figure 3 Alterations in Classic Oncogenes Directly Reprogram Cell Metabolism to Increase Nutrient Uptake and Biosynthesis 

PI3K/Akt signaling downstream of receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) activation increases glucose uptake through the transporter 

GLUT1, an... 

Patrick S.  Ward , Craig B.  Thompson 

 Metabolic Reprogramming: A Cancer Hallmark Even Warburg Did Not Anticipate 

Cancer Cell, Volume 21, Issue 3, 2012, 297 - 308 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ccr.2012.02.014 



Cancer cells display altered 
expression of metabolic enzymes 

• Pyruvate kinase: quiescent cells express the 
M1 isoform, whereas proiferating cells express 
M2, promoting anabolic metabolism 

• Isocitrate dehydrogenase-1 and -2: mutated to 
versions that produce a novel metabolite 
(2HG) that inhibits the TET family of enzymes, 
thereby producing epigenetic changes (i.e., 
histone modifications) that block 
differentiation 



 Figure 4 Pyruvate Kinase M2 Expression in Proliferating Cells Is Regulated by Signaling and Mitochondrial Metabolism to Facilitate 

Macromolecular Synthesis Pyruvate kinase M2 (PKM2) is a less active isoform of the terminal glycolytic enzyme pyruvate kinas... 

Patrick S.  Ward , Craig B.  Thompson 

 Metabolic Reprogramming: A Cancer Hallmark Even Warburg Did Not Anticipate 

Cancer Cell, Volume 21, Issue 3, 2012, 297 - 308 
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 Figure 5 IDH1 and IDH2 Mutants Convert Glutamine Carbon to the Oncometabolite 2-Hydroxyglutarate to Dysregulate Epigenetics 

and Cell Differentiation (A) α-ketoglutarate, produced in part by wild-type isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH), can enter the nucleus a... 

Patrick S.  Ward , Craig B.  Thompson 

 Metabolic Reprogramming: A Cancer Hallmark Even Warburg Did Not Anticipate 

Cancer Cell, Volume 21, Issue 3, 2012, 297 - 308 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ccr.2012.02.014 





 Figure 1 Acetyl-CoA Is a Central Node in Carbon Metabolism Acetyl-CoA plays numerous roles in both regulatory and biosynthetic 

processes. It can be added in a posttranslational fashion to histone proteins to regulate gene expression or to other proteins a... 

Costas A.  Lyssiotis , Lewis C.  Cantley 

 Acetate Fuels the Cancer Engine 

Cell, Volume 159, Issue 7, 2014, 1492 - 1494 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2014.12.009 





Avoiding immune destruction 

• Tumors co-opt physiological mechanisms that 
have evolved to dampen the immune 
response 

• Involve specialized subsets of immune cells (T 
regulatory cells, myeloid-derived suppressor 
cells) 

• Tumor-induced immune suppression is being 
aggressively targeted with novel therapies 











Tumor-stromal interactions play a 
crucial role in cancer progression 

• Cancer resembles the complex architecture of 
a tissue, containing many different types of 
cell 

• Cancer cells co-opt the cells in their 
environments to promote aspects of all of the 
hallmarks 





Stromal cells in cancer 

• Endothelial cells 

• Lymphocytes 

• Macrophages and other cells of the innate 
immune system (mast cells, neutrophils, etc) 

• Smooth muscle cells (pericytes, etc) 

• Adipocytes (fat cells) 

• Fibroblasts 





Inflammation 

• Acute response to injury and/or infection 

• Mediated by innate immune cells (macrophages, 
neutrophils, etc) and fibroblasts 

• Can lead to scarring or fibrosis 

• Long-term (chronic) inflammation – strongly 
associated with cancer 

• Nuclear factor kappa B (NFkB) and cyclooxygenase-2 
(COX2) are key regulators 
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Fig 1. The arachidonic acid cascade 



Inflammation in colon cancer 

• Somatic mutations in APC cause familial 
predisposition to colon cancer (FAP) 

• APC mutations: cause activation of beta-catenin, 
which drives activation of the Wnt and NFkB 
pathways  

• Alterations in the microbiome 

• These effects lead to upregulation of COX2 

• Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS): 
prevent cancer in animal models and FAP patients 
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Fig 2. A genetic model for colorectal tumorigenesis illustrating the accumulation of mutations in 
oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes, which is thought to contribute to tumor progression and the 

propensity to metastasize 



Potential role of the “microbiome” 

• Recent work indicates that the bacteria that 
colonize the colon (and other surface-exposed 
areas of the body) have important effects on 
many aspects of human health, including 
obesity, metabolism, and immunity 

• Disruption of homeostasis is linked to chronic 
inflammation and may promote cancer 













Inflammation and prostate cancer 

• The emergence of cancer precursor lesions 
(prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia, or PIN) is 
strongly associated with inflammation 

• Also associated with focal atrophy 

• Referred to as “proliferative inflammatory 
atrophy” (PIA) 

 



Progression pathway for human prostate cancer.  

Shen M M , and Abate-Shen C Genes Dev. 2010;24:1967-

2000 
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“Proliferative inflammatory atrophy” 
(PIA) 





Familial cancer syndromes are 
caused by DNA repair defects  

• Hereditary breast, ovarian, and pancreatic 
cancers: BRCA1/2 

• Hereditary non-polyposis colon 
cancer/HNPCC: DNA mismatch repair genes 

• Li-Fraumeni syndrome: p53 

• Ataxia telangectasia: ATM 



DNA repair pathways 



The DNA damage response 



DNA DSB-induced activation of checkpoint and repair pathways 

Bolderson E et al. Clin Cancer Res 2009;15:6314-6320 
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BRCA1 and BRCA2 

• Breast cancer susceptibility genes  

• Localize to sites of damage (damage foci)  

• Both phosphorylated in response to damage 

• Defects associated with breast, ovarian, and pancreatic cancer 

Venkitanaram, Cell 2002, 108, p. 171 

two RAD51 sites also 

on C-terminus 





. 

Ashworth A JCO 2008;26:3785-3790 
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Origins of cancer:  
Stem cells 

• Long-term capacity to repopulate tissues 
following injury 

• Self-renewal: can reproduce themselves 
without undergoing differentiation 

• Also produce “transit amplifying” cells that 
have high proliferative potential (but cannot 
repopulate the tissue permanently) 

• Their biology is heavily influenced by 
epigenetic mechanisms 



Hematopoietic stem cells 



Developmental pathways regulate 
normal stem cells and cancer 



Asymmetric cell division: control by 
the stem cell niche 

Red cell – daughter cell that remains within the niche. 



Cancers also appear to contain 
“stem cells” 

• Subpopulations of cells that can regenerate 
the whole tumor when transplanted in mice 

• The cancer stem cells that have been isolated 
from different solid tumors and 
experimentally characterized in mice share 
biomarkers that are also expressed by the 
basal layers of surface epithelia 

• However, cancers form “intrinsic subtypes” 
that suggest different cells of origin 





Differentiation in the normal 
urothelium 



Bladder tumor-initiating cells possess cell properties in common with bladder basal cells.  

Chan K S et al. PNAS 2009;106:14016-14021 

©2009 by National Academy of Sciences 





Sims AH et al. (2007) Origins of breast cancer subtypes and therapeutic implications 
Nat Clin Pract Oncol 4: 516–525 doi:10.1038/ncponc0908 

Figure 3 A model of stem-cell hierarchy and how it may account for the origins of 

different subtypes of breast cancer via cancer stem cells 



Schematic model of the human breast epithelial hierarchy and potential relationships with 
breast tumor subtypes 

Visvader J E Genes Dev. 2009;23:2563-2577 

©2009 by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press 



Subtype Implications 

http://genetics.unc.edu/faculty/perou 

University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center Department of Urology  

http://genetics.unc.edu/faculty/perou


Basal markers 

Luminal markers 

Expression of Basal and Luminal Markers in 

Subtypes 
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Potential origins of basal and  
luminal tumors 





Castration-resistant Nkx3-1-expressing cells (CARNs) 





Stem and committed progenitor cells 
can both give rise to cancer 







Claudin-low bladder cancers 

TCGA cluster IV = UNC “claudin-low” 



Basal tumor cells can easily switch between “epithelial” and “mesenchymal” states 



Stem cell kinetics are associated 
with cancer incidence 

• There is a linear relationship between the 
odds that a given tissue will produce a tumor 
and its kinetics of stem cell self-renewal 

• In these tissues cancer may be caused by 
mistakes in the repair of the random DNA 
damage that occurs during self-renewal rather 
than to environmental exposures 



Rethinking cancer etiology 

Science, 


